181. It was Sharon Port's belief that her brother's custodial sentence was in
connection with this body and she was unaware of his involvement with any
other death.
182. Sharon Port dates this call about the dead body in his flat from her brother as
approximately 2 weeks after she started her new job on the 11 th August 2015
and repeated this evidence in the criminal trial, re-iterating that she was sitting
in her car in the car park of her new job meaning that the call was in the days
around 25th August 2015.
183. Due to the passage of time, Operation Lilford was unable to obtain mobile
telephone data in relation to Gabriel Kovari and none was available from the
original investigation.
184. The mobile telephone handset and SIM in use by Gabriel Kovari at this time
have never been located and have never re-joined a mobile network.
185. Operation Lilford was unable to secure any evidence or information to provide
further detail of Mr Kovari's movements between him last being seen alive late
on 24th August 2014 at 62 Cooke Street and being found deceased in the early
morning of 281h August 2014 within the Abbey Grounds. Nor was Operation
Lilford able to secure any evidence to provide further detail of the time or place
of Mr Kovari's death
Movements of Stephen Port
186. Operation Lilford could not secure any solid evidence of Port's movements
around the time of meeting Mr Kovari until his death.

However, some

suggestion as to Port's whereabouts can be drawn from other evidence secured
by the investigation.
187. Just after midnight into 23rd August 2014 Port was using his laptop to send
messages on the Fitlads website, suggesting that he was at home.
188. At line 372 of KMA/6 58 Gabriel Kovari tells Karl Kamgdon that he cannot move
into 62 Cooke Street until after 10.30pm on the 23rd August 2014, which would
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